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Summary

Graphical and tabular evidence is presented to suggest thatunfairness in the current funding formula

might account for some Primary Care Trust deficits. Evidenceis tabled that the formula has been

constructed by indefensible statistical methods. An attempt is made to communicate a wider

understanding of that evidence in non-technical language.

1 Per capita figures

1.1 Figure 1 of Annex A plots data for the 301 PCTs out of the 303 listed in the Department of Health’s

document1 for which figures are available for both axes. The y-axis is the (presumably cumulative)

surplus(negative if deficit) by the end of 2004-05, expressed as a percentage of the 2004-05turnover.

The x-axis is the PCT’starget indexfor the period 2003/6, defined as the (per capita) ratio of the

formula-derivedunified weighted populationto the estimate of thepopulationfor which the PCT is

responsible.
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1.2 Table 1 gives the numbers and column percentages of PCTs in the six categories generated by two

classifications of the points in Figure 1.

Table 1: Numbers and percentages of PCTs, 2004/05

2004/2005 Target index below averagea Target index above averagea Total

Surplus 98 (57%) 110 (86%) 208 (69%)

No surplus or deficit 4 (2%) 2 (2%) 6 (2%)

Deficit 71 (41%) 16 (12%) 87 (29%)

Total 173 (100%) 128 (100%) 301 (100%)
aWeighted by PCT population.

Table 2 does the same for the six-month forecasts of the surplus/deficit percentage for 2005/06 as

rounded to 1 decimal place in the DoH table2.

Table 2: Numbers and percentages of PCTs, 2005/06

2005/2006 Forecast Target index below averagea Target index above averagea Total

Surplus 11 (6%) 20 (16%) 31 (10%)

In (-0.05%, 0.05%) 113 (65%) 90 (70%) 203 (67%)

Deficit 49 (28%) 18 (14%) 67 (22%)

Total 173 (100%) 128 (100%) 301 (100%)
aWeighted by PCT population.

1.3 Tables 1 & 2 and Annex A’s Figures 1 & 2 reveal a strong positiveassociation between surplus

(whether actual or forecast) and target index. For Table 1, only 12% of PCTs have a deficit when their

target index is above the national average, compared with 41% when their index is below the national

average — the association is so clear that most statisticians would not bother to test it formally. For Table

2, it is statistically significant atP < 0.001. The association poses a sceptical question for anyone

claiming that deficits of such magnitude are due to nothing more than mismanagement by the responsible

chief executives.

1.4 Such a claim rests on the implicit assumption that the targetindex has helped to create a reasonably

level playing field with respect to the variation of health needs between PCTs. Managers should therefore

not complain about the up to two-fold differences inper capitafunding (over the years during which

deficits have been accumulated). If accepted, the “nothing more than mismanagement” claim implies

that:
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Recruitment of managerial ability by individual PCT boardshas been strongly influenced by

factors correlated with an index whose values were first ascertainable in 2002 — so that

PCTs getting below average target indices have (on the whole) recruited less competent chief

executives than PCTs with above average indices.

Here I use the term ‘ascertainable’ rather than ‘published’since I have not been able to find theper

capitafigures on the DoH website, where the unified weighted population and the estimated

age-weighted population are listed in separate tables without bringing them together anywhere.

1.5 An alternative hypothesis is that the distribution of managerial talent has been effectively random

across the PCTs of England and that we must look closely at theintegrity of the allocation formula that

generated the index and that has influenced and continues to influence theper capitafunding of PCTs. A

third possibility is that the formulais truly fair between PCTs and that there are historical pressures

associated with differential funding that happen to be correlated with the largely innocent index.

1.6 That the formula can be taken to be fair between PCTs is hard tosquare with the independent

analysis here reported, which suggests that fairness couldonly be fortuitous. I suggest that the reality

may involve both a degree of administrative mismanagement in some fraction of PCTs and, almost

certainly, some influential defect in the formula itself. Others will have to decide whether the Department

of Health’s allegations of mismanagement are based on evidence that goes beyond the size of the deficit

and is not just tautological: a good starting point would be to try to find a joint explanation of the

interesting features of Figure 1 and the other graphs in Annex A. The next section will document the

evidence that the current funding formula is indefensible.

2 A formula based on faith not science

2.1 The funding formula introduced in 2003 has undergone some changes for the 2006/7 and 2007/8

allocations. The changes are documented in the 5th edition3 of DoH’s helpfully detailed explanation of

the formula. The original formula has lasted three years andis the one that may well have influenced the

2004/5 deficits. It was constructed by DoH’s resource allocation team from a variety of recommendations

whose details are richly documented in the report4 from the Information and Statistics Division of NHS

Scotland. That report was available for a while in electronic form as DoH’s RARP 26 which is how I will

refer to the Scottish report. Copies are now obtainable onlyby personal application to ISD Scotland or,

for personal use subject to copyright, from my own UCL webpage.

2.2 In 2003, in Written Answers for 8 January (pt 19), the Secretary of State for Health described the ISD

Scotland research as “research into the new formula”. The Health Committee should be aware that there
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appear to be only five5−9 pieces of published research on the formulain its integrated operational form. I

therefore request that these items be ‘put on the (evidence)table’ despite their sadly uniform provenance.

2.3 Ref. 5 is to a refereed paper that focuses on the acute & maternity services component of the

formula. Ref. 6 focuses on the mental health component and isbeing prepared for publication by my

co-author Jane Galbraith. Ref. 7 is a less academic piece that tries to communicate our critique to a wider

readership (I am grateful to Dr David Green, Director of Civitas, for putting it onto the Civitas website).

Ref. 8 provides access to an interactive worksheet that allows any Excel user to see the influence on the

target index of the PCT’s scores for the socio-economic proxy variables that are weighted together to give

the target index. Ref. 9 corrects a mistake in the computer program that supports Refs 5 - 8. These papers

are tabled as Annex C for the convenience of the Health Committee.

2.4 To the best of my knowledge there is only one other paper in theacademic literature that is directly

relevant to the matter in hand. That is the ‘horse’s mouth’ account10, by Professor Gravelle and the other

members of the RARP 26 team, of the theoretical underpinningof one of the statistical models

recommended in RARP 26 (a refinement of the ‘basic model’ for acute care). Since this particular model

was not adopted by DoH Leeds, it plays no role in the formula, but I will try to provide a readable

explanation of the underlying theory in Annex B. The same theory was used to justify the two models (for

acute & maternity services and mental health services) thatwere pieced together by DoH Leeds to make

the formula we now have. Together with the more readable sections of Refs 5 - 7 and the downloadable

graphs from Ref. 8, Annex B offers those who can tolerate a little symbolic mathematics a route to a

deeper understanding of the formula and its provenance thansome of its defenders appear to have.

2.5 The whole critique of a PCT funding formula still based on theISD Scotland research — and of the

machinery of government that imposed it on NHS England — can now be placed in a broader context:

(i) England has been promised an NHS computer system that will bring all NHS GPs into a mutually

accessible information data-base of continuously updatedpatient records that will encompass hospital

and pharmacy data.

(ii) GPs are the gate-keepers to the bulk of health expenditure by PCTs and are likely to be the

gatekeepers whatever fate awaits PCTs.

(iii) The Treasury may wish to devise new ways of funding thatcontinue to respond to different needs

for health resources in different areas of the country.

(iv) Is it conceivable that the Treasury would want to perpetuate any way that depended on the use of
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socio-economic proxies rather than on some form of direct measurement of health needs?

(v) It is now four years since RARP 264 held that:

The allocation of resources for health care across geographical areas in the NHS is based on the

principle thatindividuals in equal need should have equal access to care, irrespective of where they

live. To implement the principle it is necessary to measure need for health care in different areas. But

those allocating resources do not have sufficient information to measure need directly [my italics].

(vi) The utilisation/proxy approach to the problem of inadequate information has failed to do more than

placate political pressures — in different directions at different times. I suggest that a research

programme be initiated that would aim, when implemented, toensure that allocatorswouldhave enough

information to measure most needs directly, to allocate funds fairly and to collect the evidence of that to

satisfy the National Auditor.

(vii) Such a programme would have to throw light into some dark corners, just one of which would be

the use by DoH of the phrase “equal health care for equal need”(echoed by RARP 26) which neglects the

question of how to judge the priorities of widely different and competing types of health care — a

question that an ill-comprehended formulaic approach may have served to conceal.

2.6 For some of us, statistical puzzles are better resolved by verbal rather than written explanation. I

would therefore be willing to give a complementary oral account of the evidence.
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ANNEX A

Table A1: Variables in the scatter-plots

Variable Definition or source

Target index (Unified weighted population)/(PCT population):

Table 4.3, col. G11; Table 5.2, col. H11

2004/05 surplus (% of turnover) DoH document for Health Committee1

2005/6 forecast surplus (%) DoH document for Health Committee2

2003/04per capitaallocation (£000s) Table 4.1, col. F11

2003/06 allocation increase (%) Table 4.1, col.U11

There are 301 points in each of the appended scatter-plots — one point for every PCT with data for all

the variables in Table A1. Such graphs suggest questions butdo not resolve them. Curiosity about the

possible interaction of target index and the variation in the large increase in allocations between 2003 and

2006 (in their relationship to deficits) leads one to Table A2— a further breakdown of the surplus/deficit

numbers of Table 1 but excluding the six PCTs with neither surplus nor deficit.

Table A2: Numbers and percentages of PCTs

2004/2005 Lowa target Lowa target Highbtarget Highb target

Lowa increase Highb increase Lowa increase Highb increase

Surplus 77 (63%) 21 (45%) 42 (88%) 68 (87%)

Deficit 45 (37%) 26 (55%) 6 (12%) 10 (13%)

Total 122 (100%) 47 (100%) 48 (100%) 78 (100%)

aBelow average target index or 03/06 allocation %-increase
b Above average target index or 03/06 allocation %-increase

Looking at the percentages in the first two columns of the table, there is an indication — no more than

that — of an association, among PCTs with below-average target index, between the deficit and the 2003

to 2006 allocation %-increase (high increase goes with deficit!). The association is formally significant at

P < 0.03 not allowing for selection of feature.
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Figure 1: The association between deficit and target index

Figure 2: Forecast surplus versus target index
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Figure 3: Surplus versus 03/06 allocation increase

Figure 4: 03/04 allocation per head (£000s) versus target index
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Figure 5: 03/06 allocation increase versus target index

ANNEX B

Understanding the theoretical underpinning

This attempt to express a verbal understanding is necessarily discursive. It uses minimal mathematical

symbolism to bridge the gap between airy verbalism and statistical calculation.

B1 The first half of the summary of Gravelleet al.10 reads well, even when broken down by sentence:

1. “Many health-care systems allocate funding according tomeasures of need.”

2. “The utilisation approach for measuring need rests on theassumptions that use of health care is

determined by demand and supply and that need is an importantelement of demand.”

3. “By estimating utilisation models which allow for supplyit is possible to isolate the socio-economic

and health characteristics which affect demand.”

4. “A subset of these variables can then be identified by a combination of judgement and further analysis

as needs variables to inform funding allocations.”

5. “We estimate utilisation models using newly assembled data on admissions to acute hospitals,

measures of supply, morbidity and socio-economic characteristics for 8414 small geographical areas in

England.”
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The 8414 areas here are the electoral wards for which values were found to be available for all of the

variables thought relevant to the RARP 26 study.

B2 Fine words butter no parsnips! The abstract concepts of “demand”, “need” and “supply” have to be

related somehow to more concrete quantities. For demand andneed, however, it seems that nothing more

is required than that we postulate a single quantityD that varies from ward to ward and expresses the

demand for some particular category of health service (acute admissions in Gravelleet al.10) by

individuals in a ward, and then a single quantityN that similarly expresses the need for that service. We

do not have to define the quantities involved in order to express the quantitative sense of part of sentence

B1.2 as the simple equation

D = N + Nnot

whereNnot is the part of demand that is not need.

The theoreticians we are trying to understand are happy for us to leave bothD andN at this less than

concrete level. In contrast “supply” can be represented quite concretely by a number of immediately

quantifiable variables. Table 1 of Gravelleet al.10 lists the eight supply variables from “mean waiting

time for elective admissions” to “accessibility score for private beds” that were selected from a much

larger number. The multidimensional character of supply calls for a distinctive notation for which boldS

will serve.

B3 The remainder of B1.2 claims that “utilisation” or “use” (U say) is “determined by demand and

supply”. If the word “determined” means anything, it means that there must be a some formulation ofU ,

U = f(D,S,R)

that, as a functionf of threearguments, matches the ward’s utilisation. The idea is thatthe variation ofU

would be maximally explicable by the variation ofD andS from ward to ward, but that a possibly

multidimensional element of pure randomnessR is needed to make the function fit perfectly. Being

strictly random,R is quite unpredictable, and the equation here would represent “truth” in the sense that

there is no closer or more truthful “determination” ofU than would be provided byS and, if we knew

them,D andf — leavingR in the lap of the Gods.

B4 We need even more general theory before we can get to grips with B1.3! LetP stand for the

“socio-economic and health characteristics” of an electoral ward that are taken to affect the demand in

that ward. The symbolP stands for proxies — socio-economic factors are manifestlyproxies for health

need (such as the percentage of 17-year olds not going to university) and even the “health characteristics”

that find their way into the Gravelleet al.10 formula, such as the census-based ‘standardised illness ratio’

and ‘percentage of babies of low birthweight’, are proxies for anydirectmeasures of ill-health. Table 1 of
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Gravelleet al.10 lists the 17 proxies that were initial candidates for inclusion in the formula that finally

emerged.

B5 The theory then expresses the not-necessarily causal relationship between the proxiesP and needN :

N = g [P, r]

wherer is the random element that, when combined withP in the functiong, matches the hypothetical

valueN of the ward’s need. SinceN can remain undefined, so can the functiong!

B6 We can eliminate the nebulousN between the equations in B2 & B5 and put the resulting expression

for the equally nebulousD into the B3 equation. After all that, we still have a mystery wrapped in an

enigma:

U = f( g [P, r] + Nnot, S, R).

This equation may seem to take us a little closer to applicability because it does contain the observables

U , P andS. But the unspecified functionsf , g and the nebulous entityNnot forcibly remind us that such

general theory cannot dictate what reality may have in store. We may have got rid of the fine words but

we are no nearer to having edible parsnips. The real point in setting out such nebulous mathematics, is to

add force to the question — how has the NHS been able to make thetransition from enigmatic to

pragmatic? How has the formula that is claimed to measure need been able to emerge from something so

insubstantial?

B7 This is the stage where, in the view of many independent statistically savvy observers, the RARP 26

investigators have gone well beyond the “judgement” referred to in B1.4 and have substituted a faith that

works wonders for a science that may be unattainable, when pursued along the lines of the general theory

just formulated.

B8 The first act of faith was to replace the nebulous expression on the right-hand side of the equation in

B6 by a simple combination of the variablesS andP, calculable for each ward. The combination

involves numerical coefficients that weight the individualcontributions of those variables. The coefficient

values were adjusted so that the surrogate formula came as close as it could to reproducing the variations

of different standardisations ofU from ward to wardwithin each of the 95 health authorities in existence

when the building blocks of the funding formula were constructed. (The latest formula continues to use,

in the two blocks selected by DoH Leeds, the original values of the adjustable coefficients.) Most of the

adjustments were drastic — namely exclusion of the corresponding variable either because it was not

statistically significant on some criterion or because its inclusion was judged to be unreasonable in the

context of the surviving variables.
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B9 The second act of faith was to go beyondisolating (in B1.3) andidentifying (in B1.4) a subset of

the proxy variables that might merely “inform funding allocations” (in B1.4). At the end of the Gravelle

et al.10 summary and in the body of the paper, there is more than a suggestion that a fitted formula can

usefully influence directly the construction of a utilisation-based allocation formula. As just noted, the

suggestion was taken up by DoH Leeds without any changes to the RARP 26 formulae that were adopted.

B10 It becomes clear that faith in subjective judgement is at theheart of the utilisation-based approach

when one considers an admittedly unrealistic hypotheticalscenario — the kind of extreme case that is

widely used to test the logic of propositions in mathematics. Suppose that the RARP 26 investigation had

discovered a smoothly varying function of the observablesP andS (with a modest number of adjustable

coefficients) that fitted well-nigh perfectly the values of the then current utilisationU in 8414 wards.

Could it be confidently asserted that the function would serve as a funding formula to help meet real

need? The RARP 26 investigators would be right to say “No!” tothat, and to argue that judgement would

have to be used to strip out the socially unacceptable content — not willing to echo Alexander Pope’s

“One truth is clear, Whatever is, is right.” But what assurance would we have that such judgement would

leave a formula that would express real need with the precision that any funding formula requires?

B11 Specifically, how strong is the statistical support for the RARP 26 judgements and

recommendations relating to the two need indices, for acute& maternity services and for mental health

services, that DoH Leeds took from RARP 26? Detailed and rather technical critiques of these are given

in Refs 5 - 7, for which what follows offers a readable summary.

B12 So here is an outline of how the need index for acute and maternity services (I1 in Ref. 5) was

extracted from a huge data base of values ofU , P & S for 8414 electoral wards and the knowledge of

which health authority the ward had been in during the years to which the data refer.

B12.1 The “simple combination” introduced in B8 is taken to be a product of two expressions:

U = Unational × M

whereUnational has no adjustable coefficients, being the calculable estimate of ward utilisation you get

when you cost every individual by the national average for the individual’s age-band alone (so that males

quite reasonably share the cost of maternity services). Even before looking at the formulation of the

ward-specific multiplierM that raises or lowers the ward’sUnational, it is noteworthy that this particular

product is what is dictated (by a simple mathematical argument I will not reproduce here) by two

construction principles:

(i) For each ward, the formula for utilisation should be the sum of contributions from each individual

that are the same for individuals in the same age-band.
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(ii) The ratio of the contributions in any two age-bands should be the same for all 8414 wards in the

country, regardless of their socio-economic characteristics.

B12.2 Principle (i) is quite acceptable, but a fine “judgement” might be needed before (ii) is accepted —

as a principle. I can find no such “judgement” in RARP 26 or any statistical analysis to show that its

implicit adoption might be over-ruling what the data would reveal. (The data on age-band costs at the

ward level in 19 age-bands were at hand in the calculation ofUnational.) Rather it seems that the RARP 26

investigators were reluctant to accept the product form (what RARP 26 calls a “two-step

age-adjustment”) as a way of handling the very different andcost-influential age-profiles of different

wards. Part of their remit from DoH had been to investigate “alternative methodologies to replace the

age-related components of the existing formulae” (which the DoH steering group may have seen as a

form of “age-ism”). The alternatives were investigated butfinally rejected in favour of “further

investigation”.

B12.3 The multiplierM is given a simple and statistically convenient form that hasno prior justification:

M = Average level ofU/Unational for the health authority (HA for short)

+ (Coefficient of 1st proxy× Deviation of 1st proxy from its HA average)+ . . .

+ (Coefficient of 1st supply variable× Deviation of 1st supply variable from its HA average)+ . . .

+ Inexplicable residual.

The dots . . . save paper — they stand for additional contributions (each of them like the products within

brackets) from the large number of additional proxy and supply variables involved in adjustment of the

coefficients. Such simple expressions (technically known as “linear combinations of adjustable

coefficients”) were at the heart of the new theory of “combination of observations” that the mathematical

genius of Karl Friedrich Gauss discovered over 200 years agofor use in geodetic surveys. Justification

for their simple form depended entirely on the fact that, forGauss, the quantities corresponding to the

proxy deviations here were very small, so that a linear combination could be taken to be a satisfactory

first-order approximation to the true relationship even if it were not expressible as a linear combination.

Such an assumption cannot be made in the present context since proxies can vary considerably e.g. in

some health authorities the variable “proportion of non-whites”, that plays an important role for the

indices, will have been close to 0% in some wards and 100% in others.

B12.4 The adjustment of coefficients (“least squares estimation”) is made for each considered choice of

variables from a much larger collection — to minimise the sumof the squares of the 8414 differences

betweenM and theper capitaratioU/Unational. Using the term “estimation” to describe the adjustment

is somewhat prejudicial — it suggests that there is some scientific entity waiting to be determined. It
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should always be borne in mind that whatever reality there isin this construction of a funding formula is

man-made.

B12.5 RARP 26 reveals that great attention was paid to the DoH remitthat the study should propose “ a

methodology to adjust for unmet need”. The DoH steering group knew, from what the University of York

study12 found for the previous formula, what the new study might be able to find for the relationship

between utilisation and the proportion of non-whites in small areas (such as wards). With a different

measure of ethnicity (“proportionnot in black ethnic groups”, taken negatively to avoid problemswith

the logarithm of zero!), the York study had found a statistically significant positive coefficient —

utilisation goes down (in the formula) as black ethnic proportion goes up. RARP 26’s intermediate “basic

model” with ten proxies and eight supply variables duly found a statistically significant “wrong sign” for

the coefficient of its measure of ethnicity (as well as for a measure of unemployment). This was

interpreted as a “sign” (i.e. indication) of unmet need, especially when three more proxies (indices of

morbidity) were added in the finally recommended “model” andthe sign remained both “wrong” and

statistically significant.

B12.6 The steps to get from the fitted formulaM in B12.3 to the recommendedI1 were:

(i) replacement of the HA averages (in the first line ofM) by their national average to make a ‘level

playing field’ with respect to any supply effect at the HA level that applied equally to all wards in the

health authority;

(ii) setting all the supply deviations to zero for the same reason;

(iii) removal of the terms for the two proxies with the “wrong” signs on the grounds that such removal is

equivalent to a correction for “unmet need” (favouring populations with higher non-white proportions or

higher unemployment).

B13 The analogous derivation of the mental health indexI2 has two notable differences.

B13.1 ForI1, theper capitaratioU/Unational to which the formulaM was fitted was recognised in

RARP 26 as the “indirectly standardised” utilisation . As noted in B12.1, this ratio is what is needed for

consistency with two principles for the construction of anyutilisation model. The consistency must have

been either unknown to, or rejected by, the RARP 26 team because the variable to which the analogous

mental health formula was fitted was the “directly standardised” utilisation whose use can be shown to

violate the first (reasonable) principle.

B13.2 Unlike the finding in B12.5 for the basic acute & maternity model , the basic mental health model

fitted to utilisation in 7982 wards did not deliver a statistically significant coefficient for the ‘proportion

of non-whites’ proxy. So, according to the rules of the statistical game being played, there was at that
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stage no “indication” of possible unmet need. RARP 26 nevertheless introduced a fresh variable (the

psycho-social morbidity index) and was able to get the statistically significant “wrong sign” that justified

correcting for the supposed unmet need, as was done forI1. Although the resulting very different model

was “poorly specified”, it was said to “provide interesting and plausible results”. Such subjective

judgements provide the theoretical basis of the mental health indexI2 that DoH built into the current

formula.

B14 RARP 26 has to appeal to judgements because its statistical methods are in themselves so

questionable. Before getting to the stage of least-squaresestimation with a specific choice of variables,

that choice has been subject to the screening-out of many variables on the grounds of mutual correlation,

even before a residual set is subject to the hazards of “forward and backward stepwise selection”. Except

when a remit-inspired objective such as the identification of “unmet need” supervenes, variables survive

in the fitted formula only if their coefficients are statistically significant at the conventional two

standard-deviations level. Models are considered to be well-fitted and not “poorly specified” if they

survive the RESET statistic test against a specific class of alternatives.

B15 RARP 26 does not even tell us what fraction of the variance of the standardised utilisation across all

8414 wards forI1 or 7982 forI2 is “explained” by the proxy variables once the supply variables have had

their say in the fitting of the formulae. The two values ofR2 (the statistic that is some measure of the

combined explanatory power of both proxy and supply variables) — 0.76 forI1 and 0.36 forI2 — are in

any case too low to exclude other equally plausible (and not simply linear) formulae, that might do much

better and maybe (who knows?) get much closer to the measurement of real need.The conclusion has to

be that the statistical basis for confidence in bothI1 andI2 is very weak. I am afraid that, once acquainted

with the details of what has been done, most statisticians would conclude that RARP 26 exhibits a naive

belief that its fitted formulae — simple linear combinationsof whatever the combination of mechanical

variable selection techniques and “judgement” ultimatelydelivered — can be trusted even as guides in

the cutting of a large financial cake.

Annex C: Complementary tabled publications

1. “How not to fund hospital and community health services in England.”5

2. “Eye of newt and toe of frog: a good formula for health?”7

3. “Fathoming the PCT funding formula with Excel graphics.”8
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